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Introduction
Welcome to The Archives catalogue. For over 15 years the
McKee gallery has been archiving a percentage of Pete’s prints,
paintings and products. At the beginning of 2021 a huge project
was undertaken to catalogue and redocument these items.
Pete always keeps several copies of anything he creates for
his own personal collection. However, after this intricate
reorganisation process we discovered that we had larger
numbers of certain items. Some of these items have been
grouped into sections throughout this catalogue. These sections
are: Artist’s Proof Prints, Limited Edition Prints, Collectables
and Thud, Crackle, Pop prints. Where relevant each item’s
page includes details such as price, measurements etc.,
provenance and the story behind it.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Please note that The Archives will only be available to be
purchased online. It is not possible to pre-order anything
in this catalogue.
Some of the limited edition and artist’s proof prints are only
available framed. If you buy one of the unframed prints online
and would like us to frame it after you have purchased it,
then please contact the gallery on 0114 263 1000.
The Thud, Crackle, Pop prints are only available to be purchased
unframed on the website. If you would like the McKee gallery to
frame your print after you have purchased it then please contact
us on 0114 263 1000.
Everything in this catalogue will be available to buy at
shop.petemckee.com at 10am Tuesday the 27th of July.
When these archival items are made available they will appear
in three new sections in the McKee online shop. These will be:
1 - Artist’s Proof and Limited Edition Prints
2 - Collectables
3 - Thud, Crackle Pop Prints
Each item has a catalogue number. This number will appear
alongside the title of the product to make it easier to find the
item you are looking for when browsing the online shop.
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Product Key
For a more seamless browsing experience we have included a
key to indicate when there are five or less of any of the items in
this catalogue. Appearing alongside some of the items is a
charity key. This indicates that at least 50% of its proceeds will
go to one of the charities we have previously worked with.

1

Only one available

2

Only two available

3

Only three available

4

Only four available

5

Only five available

C

Charity item
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What is an Artist’s Proof print?
Artist’s Proofs are the first prints signed off by the artist when
printing a limited edition run of prints. APs are the same as
the prints from the limited edition run, regarding how they are
printed, the paper they are printed on etc. They are also signed
and numbered by the artist. However, the number of APs is
much smaller, usually amounting to 10-15% of the general run of
limited edition prints. So for example, if 100 limited edition prints
were created then around 10-15 APs will exist. These prints are
usually marked with ‘AP’ or ‘A/P’ as well as the number they are
out of. APs are more collectable; therefore they are often more
expensive than the prints from the main limited edition run.
They are also often previously owned by the artist and are out
of a much smaller number which adds to their collectability.
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Artist’s Proof Prints

Cat. no. 1
The Beatles Get a Haircut - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
This beautiful, bold screen print was created for Pete’s Great Moments in Popular Music
exhibition in 2011. The show was exhibited at the Snap Galleries, located in London at the
time. For the show Pete created three different limited edition prints, all from runs of 75.
These prints were: The Weekenders, Pub Rocked and The Beatles Get a Haircut.

Story
The Beatles Get a Haircut is an imagined scene symbolising the band’s transition from
The Quarreymen to The Beatles, which occurred around 1960. Before this change the
band had adopted a Teddy Boy rocker aesthetic, which they then switched for the mop top
haircuts and suits they are now famous for. Pete has created this work to portray the seismic
change in the band’s career which paved the way for their rise to worldwide stardom.
To the left Ringo Starr and John Lennon, still dressed as Teddy Boys, wait to undergo their
transformative makeovers. To the right George Harrison, dressed in a new suit with a new
haircut, walks away as a fully fledged Beatle. In the centre Paul McCartney has just
undergone the new transformation, his gaze directly pointed at the viewer, self-assured
and ready to conquer the world.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 50cm x 70cm
• Framed: 55cm x 75cm (approx.)

Unframed - £650
Framed - £730
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Cat. no. 2
Groove Armada TCT 2020 - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed in yellow tones, this limited edition Groove Armada gig print was
originally made in 2020 to mark their performance at the Royal Albert Hall, later cancelled
because of the pandemic. This print was created to raise money for Teenage Cancer Trust,
a charity Pete has worked with for almost a decade, raising close to £250,000 for it so far.
50% of this print’s profits will go to TCT to help them to continue the vital work they do.
Pete is also an ambassador for the charity.

Story
When creating prints for the annual Teenage Cancer Trust gigs at the Royal Albert Hall
Pete always incorporates a theme. Pete decided to base this collection of 2020 gig posters
around teenage bedrooms as ‘they often serve as places of self-expression, especially when it
comes to musical interests, as well as acting as sanctuaries from the pressures from the world
outside.’ Each bedroom was designed to reflect a fan of the band the print was designed for.
The room imbues the calming mood of some of Groove Armada’s songs such as At the River.
Posters of the albums Late Night Tales: Groove Armada, Vertigo and Lovebox adorn the wall.
The shirt on the floor is a nod to a collaboration the band did with the charity Bands FC,
who imagined musicians as if they were football teams, designing football-style badges with
the band’s name on them to raise money for various causes.

Details
• Signed by Andy Cato and Tom Findlay
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £950
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Cat. no. 3
Half Time - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
In 2015 Pete produced his 10 x 10 exhibition, marking his 10th anniversary working as an
artist. For the show Pete selected ten significant pieces of art he had created during this first
decade, turning each of them into limited edition prints out of a run of just ten. All of the
limited edition images differed from their original versions. For example different colourways
were used, prints were printed in large formats or on special paper. In the case of Half Time
the central figure’s shirt has been altered as well as the use of different colourways, paper
and print size.

Story
In Half Time the artist explores memories of growing up on a council estate and playing
football in the open spaces between high rises. The title of the work is a humorous reference
to the fact that games like this would often go on for hours. ‘Half time’ would only occur
when the ball was kicked off into the distance due to the lack of goal posts. A heated debate
between the players, regarding whether the goalie or the person who lost the ball should go
fetch it, always took place. The three figures look off into the distance waiting for another
player to retrieve the lost ball.
As Pete is a die-hard Sheffield Wednesday fan, one of the figures wears this club’s shirt.
The artist also pays homage to Sheffield United. Most interesting of all is the figure in the
middle, who wears a Sheffield FC shirt, representing the oldest football club in the world.
The depiction of various football shirts also symbolises the unity of playing out with other
local kids back in the day, joined by a mutual love of the game, their support for different
teams unimportant.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 55.5cm x 76cm

Unframed - £650
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Cat. no. 4
Hole in the Road Fish Tank - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
In 2015 Pete produced his 10 x 10 exhibition, marking his 10th anniversary working as an
artist. For the show Pete selected ten significant pieces of art he had created during this first
decade, turning each of them into limited edition prints out of a run of just ten. All of the
limited edition images differed from their original versions. For example different colourways
were used, prints were printed in large formats or on special paper. The limited version of
Hole in the Road Fish Tank employs different colourways, paper and dimensions,
that distinguish it from the original image.

Story
Hole in the Road Fish Tank is a classic McKee image originally created for his 22 Views of
Sheffield exhibition in 2008. This show specifically explored landmarks, people and places
throughout the artist’s hometown of Sheffield, mainly during the 1970s and ‘80s, collectively
working as a love letter to the city.
Depicted is the now demolished landmark that could once be found in the city centre at the
bottom of Fargate. In 1967 a large set of underpasses were built underneath a roundabout.
A bird’s-eye view showed a large, roofless circle in the middle of the roundabout.
Within this, people could be seen walking through it from various directions to visit the
surrounding street level shops and the shops inside. Alongside the many stores in the
‘Hole in the Road’ was a fish tank, that over the years became notable for all the wrong
reasons: its murky dark waters cloaking the fish that were therefore rarely spotted.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 60cm x 60cm

Unframed - £650
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Cat. no. 5
New Order TCT 2016 - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed with stunning pastel and neon tones, this limited edition
New Order gig print was originally made for their 2016 performance at the Royal Albert Hall.
Both this print and the gig it references raised money for Teenage Cancer Trust. Pete is an
ambassador for the charity and has worked with TCT for almost a decade, raising close to
£250,000 so far. 50% of this print’s profits will go to this charity to help them to continue the
vital work they do.

Story
Each time Pete creates prints for Teenage Cancer Trust’s annual gigs at the Royal Albert Hall
he incorporates a theme throughout. The year the New Order prints were created the artist
chose to use beautiful, graphic-style depictions of birds to represent each of the bands that
played. This was inspired by Edwyn Collins’ delicate drawings of birds. A blue jay was chosen
for New Order as it symbolises their incredible hit track Blue Monday.

Details
• Signed by New Order
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £950
Framed - £1,030
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Cat. no. 6
Nile Rodgers & CHIC TCT 2020 - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed in brown tones, this limited edition Nile Rodgers & Chic gig print
was originally made in 2020 to mark their performance at the Royal Albert Hall, later
cancelled because of the pandemic. This print was created to raise money for Teenage
Cancer Trust, a charity Pete has worked with for almost a decade, raising close to £250,000
for it so far. 50% of this print’s profits will go to TCT to help them to continue the vital work
they do. Pete is also an ambassador for the charity.

Story
When creating prints for the annual Teenage Cancer Trust gigs at the Royal Albert Hall Pete
always incorporates a theme. Pete decided to base this collection of 2020 gig posters around
teenage bedrooms as ‘they often serve as places of self-expression, especially when it comes
to musical interests, as well as acting as sanctuaries from the pressures from the world
outside.’ Each bedroom was designed to reflect a fan of the band the print was designed for.
Nile Rodgers & Chic’s incredible music career are referenced with posters that allude to
their various songs and lyrics, including Get Lucky, a hit track borne out of a collaboration
between Daft Punk, Pharrell Williams and Rodgers. Rodgers’ signature white Kangol hat
rests on the headstock of a Hitmaker guitar he is famous for playing. The poster with
Le Freak above an image of Studio 54 refers to the origins of this classic disco track.
After being invited by Grace Jones to Studio 54 a bouncer refused entry to Rodgers and the
bassist of Chic, Bernard Edwards, as Jones had forgotten to notify the door staff. Perturbed,
the two musicians created a song about the club which included the refrain ‘f*&% off ’ a
direct quote from the rude doorman who turned them away. As it wasn’t possible to say this
on the radio, the song was changed to ‘freak off ’, which Rodgers thought sounded terrible
resulting in the final and famous title, Freak Out.

Details
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee ONLY
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £500
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Cat. no. 7
Oasis Haçienda - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
In 2016 the McKee gallery set up its first pop-up shop in London, located in Shorditch’s
Truman Brewery. On display were a variety of prints and products, including the limited
edition Oasis Haçienda screen prints created for this successful event.

Story
This image was borne out of a conversation Pete had with Noel Gallagher, asking him
about his most memorable gigs. One of the performances Noel talked about was a gig
Oasis played in 1994 at Manchester’s infamous The Haçienda club. Various iconic musicians,
bands and DJs have performed there such as: Madonna, The Smiths, The Stone Roses,
Happy Mondays, The Chemical Brothers and many others. Pete references The Haçienda’s
interior decor by including diagonal stripes against a bright yellow background in the print’s
centre. To mark out the raised platforms that served as dance floors, black and yellow
warning stripes snaked around the platforms’ bases and up the steel posts dotted throughout
the club. However, Pete chose to colour his stripes grey. The black and yellow theme
within this print also references the acid house genre that The Haçienda played during the
late eighties. Black and yellow are synonymous with acid house, most famously seen in the
yellow smiley face logo against a black background that many ravers wore on t-shirts.

Details
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm

Unframed - £450
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Cat. no. 8
Pub Rocked - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
This beautiful, bold screen print was created for Pete’s Great Moments in Popular Music
exhibition in 2011. The show was exhibited at the Snap Galleries, located in London at the
time. For the show Pete created three different limited edition prints, all from runs of 75.
These prints were: The Beatles Get a Haircut, The Weekenders and Pub Rocked.

Story
This striking image symbolically references individuals who start playing in a band at a young
age. When chasing your musical dreams you inevitably have to start out small, which
usually means playing in pubs. Your dressing room may be a toilet and your stage is located
in a back room, but you play these gigs with all your heart and soul, as if you were at
Wembley. The person in this image has played so hard that in the process of ‘rocking the
pub’ they have played until their fingers bleed. This splash of bright colour draws focus on
the most important detail of the work. The character’s bleeding fingers also reference
other great musicians, such as Pete Townshend, who played so intensely that he would
cut his hands on his guitar strings.
The title of this work also references the ‘pub rock’ music genre that developed in the UK
during the early 1970s, which rejected progressive and glam rock that was costly to record
and considered flashy. The pub rock movement associated itself with independent labels
and was a precursor to the British punk rock scene. The Jam, who although are not directly
associated with this movement, formed around the same time this genre did. Pete references
this band by dressing his character in a style they are famous for.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 55cm x 75cm (approx.)

Framed - £730
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Cat. no. 9
Scratchings - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
In 2015 Pete produced his 10 x 10 exhibition, marking his 10th anniversary working as an
artist. For the show Pete selected ten significant pieces of art he had created during this first
decade, turning each of them into limited edition prints out of a run of just ten. All of the
limited edition images differed from their original versions. For example different colourways
were used, prints were printed in large formats or on special paper.

Story
Created early on in the artist’s career the Scratchings image pays homage to pub dogs
‘forever on the scrounge, desperate for their owner’s or a neighbouring table’s snacks.’
Although this scene is not out of the ordinary, Pete’s close examination further emphasises
the humour and familiarity of this event. By creating a very minimal background the
focus falls on the dog’s eyes. This comically emphasises the dog’s point of view.
Nothing surrounding them matters, their intense and ongoing desperation to obtain the
scratchings their only concern, subsequently drowning out the hustle and bustle of
the pub in the process.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 60cm x 60cm

Unframed - £650
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Cat. no. 10
Stereophonics TCT 2015 - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed with a soft yet striking green ink, this limited edition Stereophonics
gig print was originally made for their 2015 performance at the Royal Albert Hall. Both this
print and the gig it references raised money for Teenage Cancer Trust. Pete has worked with
this charity for almost a decade, raising close to £250,000 for it so far. 50% of this print’s
profits will go to TCT to help them to continue the vital work they do. Pete is also an
ambassador for TCT.

Story
Each year Pete creates prints for Teenage Cancer Trust there has always been a strong theme
throughout. For the 2015 gigs Pete drew various scenes of a young couple in love. In this
work the couple embrace whilst lying on some grass, completely lost in each other. As the
artist is a true romantic he has often explored themes of love within his work, depicting
couples throughout various stages of their lives. Young love is a theme he has revisited
various times, often applying a narrative which alludes to the couple against the world.
Although they are starting off in life with very little money or possessions their passionate
and fierce love for one another is all that matters.

Details
• Signed by Kelly Jones
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Framed - £1,030
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Cat. no. 11
Stereophonics TCT 2020 - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed in red tones, this limited edition Stereophonics gig print was
originally made in 2020 to mark their performance at the Royal Albert Hall, later cancelled
because of the pandemic. This print was created to raise money for Teenage Cancer Trust,
a charity Pete has worked with for almost a decade, raising close to £250,000 for it so far.
50% of this print’s profits will go to TCT to help them to continue the vital work they do.
Pete is also an ambassador for the charity.

Story
When creating prints for the annual Teenage Cancer Trust gigs at the Royal Albert Hall Pete
always incorporates a theme. Pete decided to base this collection of 2020 gig posters around
teenage bedrooms as ‘they often serve as places of self-expression, especially when it comes
to musical interests, as well as acting as sanctuaries from the pressures from the world
outside.’ Each bedroom was designed to reflect fans of the band the print was designed for.
The Stereophonics are referenced with posters of the albums Word Gets Around, Performance
and Cocktails, Keep the Village Alive and Kind. A Welsh rugby shirt lies on the bed indicating
the band’s country of origin. The self-titled album by Paul Weller lies on the bedroom floor.
Weller was also booked to perform alongside the Stereophonics at the Royal Albert Hall
before the gigs were cancelled.

Details
• Signed by Kelly Jones
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £950
Framed - £1,030
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Cat. no. 12
This Is England - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
In 2015 Pete produced his 10 x 10 exhibition, marking his 10th anniversary working as an
artist. For the show Pete selected ten significant pieces of art he had created during this first
decade, turning each of them into limited edition prints out of a run of just ten. All of the
limited edition images differed from their original versions. For example different colourways
were used, prints were printed in large formats or on special paper.

Story
This is England was originally designed as a limited edition print to celebrate Warp Films’
10th anniversary. An independent film and television production company, Warp Films
produced Shane Meadow’s 2006 iconic, cult film of the same name. For Pete’s 10 x 10
exhibition a new limited edition version was made, this time created as a screen print.
When designing this image the artist chose to include ‘iconic headshots of iconic characters
from an iconic film,’ incorporating these into a grid design. The portraits of each character
were originally created as paintings by the artist.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 55.5cm x 76cm

Unframed - £700
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Cat. no. 13
Wasted Love - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Wasted Love is one of the artist’s early screen prints made during his career. A halftone
technique has been employed throughout this image and can be seen in certain sections
of the work when viewed close up. This technique involves the use of multiple small dots to
create an image or parts of an image resulting in a greater feeling of depth and variety
of colour.

Story
A sequel to his painting Wasted Youth, depicting a young boy playing Space Invaders in an
arcade, Wasted Love depicts the same boy all grown up. Now old enough to go to the pub
he sits across from his girlfriend ignoring her completely. Like the former image, this man is
consumed by the tabletop game in front of him. His love has been wasted on frivolities which
are more important to him than his girl. As Pete is a romantic, the message of this image is
one of foreboding, advising us to cherish the one you love and to not take them for granted.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 45cm x 64cm
• Framed: 50cm x 70cm (approx.)

Unframed - £350
Framed - £430
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Cat. no. 14
The Weekenders - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
This beautiful, bold screen print was created for Pete’s Great Moments in Popular Music
exhibition in 2011. The show was exhibited at the Snap Galleries, located in London at the
time. For the show Pete created three different limited edition prints, all from runs of 75.
These prints were: The Beatles Get a Haircut, Pub Rocked and The Weekenders.

Story
When creating this work Pete drew influence from iconic scooter adverts from the 1960s,
drawing a promotional-style image. A sense of speed is conveyed through the scarf that
blows in the wind and the bag that flies out behind the passenger on the back of the bike.
There is a sense of urgency as the characters rush to go to a Northern Soul club at the
weekend. The bag features patches from Northern Soul clubs that the couple have picked up
on other trips. Pete states that when drawing the bag he imagined it to be filled with all the
things needed for these nights: talcum powder, clothes and records to swap. Like bedrooms,
the artist points out that ‘bags are also a way of showing one’s identity and interests. Just like
you’d put a poster on a wall to show the world your music tastes, you’d also stick a badge or
patch on your bag or lapel to let the world know the subculture you belong to.’

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 65cm x 65cm (approx.)

Framed - £730
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Cat. no. 15
The Who TCT 2020 - Artist’s Proof
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed in greyscale, this limited edition The Who gig print was originally
made in 2020 to mark their performance at the Royal Albert Hall, later cancelled because of
the pandemic. This print was created to raise money for Teenage Cancer Trust, a charity Pete
has worked with for almost a decade, raising close to £250,000 for it so far. 50% of this print’s
profits will go to TCT to help them to continue the vital work they do. Pete is also an
ambassador for the charity.

Story
When creating prints for the annual Teenage Cancer Trust gigs at the Royal Albert Hall Pete
always incorporates a theme. Pete decided to base this collection of 2020 gig posters around
teenage bedrooms as ‘they often serve as places of self-expression, especially when it comes
to musical interests, as well as acting as sanctuaries from the pressures from the world
outside.’ A Who fan clearly resides in this bedroom evidenced by the posters on the wall
which include: the Who’s Next and Tommy album covers and a 1964 Marquee gig poster.
A vinyl of The Kids are Alright lies on the bed. On the floor is a guitar with broken strings,
referencing Pete Townshend’s aggressive and enthusiastic style of playing which includes his
famous windmill technique.

Details
• Signed by Roger Daltrey
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £1,200
Framed - £1,280
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Limited Edition Prints
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Cat. no. 16
The Beatles Get a Haircut - Limited Edition
Provenance
This beautiful, bold screen print was created for Pete’s Great Moments in Popular Music
exhibition in 2011. The show was exhibited at the Snap Galleries, located in London at the
time. For the show Pete created three different limited edition prints, all from runs of 75.
These prints were: The Weekenders, Pub Rocked and The Beatles Get a Haircut.

Story
The Beatles Get a Haircut is an imagined scene symbolising the band’s transition from
The Quarreymen to The Beatles, which occurred around 1960. Before this change the
band had adopted a Teddy Boy rocker aesthetic, which they then switched for the mop top
haircuts and suits they are now famous for. Pete has created this work to portray the seismic
change in the band’s career which paved the way for their rise to worldwide stardom.
To the left Ringo Starr and John Lennon, still dressed as Teddy Boys, wait to undergo their
transformative makeovers. To the right George Harrison, dressed in a new suit with a new
haircut, walks away as a fully fledged Beatle. In the centre Paul McCartney has just
undergone the new transformation, his gaze directly pointed at the viewer, self-assured
and ready to conquer the world.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 55cm x 75cm (approx.)

Framed - £425
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Cat. no. 17
Call of the Wild - Limited Edition
Provenance
This limited edition print was created in 2016 for Pete’s extremely popular interactive
exhibition 6 Weeks to Eternity. Call of the Wild was the only limited edition created for the
show. This image was based on its original open edition version yet was printed in a much
larger size, signed, numbered and titled by the artist.

Story
When creating this work the artist drew on his own memories and experiences of growing up
in the ‘70s. Through this image the artist points out how the idea of ‘playing out in the wild’
is now a more old school concept as ‘nowadays kids are more likely to play on game
consoles or get taken to clubs. The council estate I grew up on had a farm not too far away
from it, which was separated by a small stream. Crossing it felt like stepping into Narnia,
as despite still being inches away from the estate, as a kid it felt like stepping out onto a vast
expanse of wilderness. Although some of the things we got up to may now be considered a
bit risky, (building dens out of sharp pointy things), being allowed to be feral was the ultimate
freedom and form of escapism.’

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 65cm x 85cm (approx.)

Framed - £500
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Cat. no. 18
Chopper Boy - Limited Edition
Provenance
This limited edition version of Chopper Boy is a rare occurrence as Pete generally does not
readapt open edition prints in this way. Signed and numbered by the artist and printed in
a unique size, this differs to its open edition version. Limited to a small number of 25 it was
created for the opening of a shop in Leeds called Seasons, owned by a friend of Pete.
This particular friend, who had connections with Paul Smith, introduced the idea to Pete
that Smith might like his work. Once Pete got in touch the rest was history.

Story
Chopper Boy draws on memories the artist has of growing up in the 1970s, a subject he has
revisited throughout his artistic career. For example in 2016 he created the 6 Weeks to
Eternity exhibition, which explored being a working-class kid during the summer holidays.
Pete created images depicting various games and experiences he remembers, such as
jumping around on a space hopper or playing hide and seek. Although Chopper Boy was
created before this show, it explores similar themes of growing up during this decade.
The Raleigh Chopper, first produced in the ‘70s, has become a cultural phenomenon
associated with this decade. Originally released and marketed in the UK it has been
referenced in countless iconic areas of popular culture.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 49cm x 52cm (approx.)

Framed - £230
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Cat. no. 19
Four Lions - Limited Edition
Provenance
Four Lions was created in 2012 to celebrate the production company, Warp Films’ 10th
anniversary. To mark this important event Pete designed ten limited edition prints which
referenced ten films Warp had produced. These were: Dead Man’s Shoes, This Is England,
Bunny and the Bull, Submarine, Snowtown, All Tomorrow’s Parties, Kill List,
Le Donk & Scor-Zay-Zee, Tyrannosaur and Four Lions. Each image was from a limited
run of 50.

Story
When creating the Four Lions’ print Pete decided to reference an iconic and hilarious line
from the film: ‘rubber dinghy rapids’. He has imagined this phrase in a literal way by
drawing the main protagonists in the middle of a stretch of water in an inflatable rubber
dinghy. This satirical, comedic film tracks the capers of a small group of terrorists who seem
to fall at every hurdle. Therefore the rubber dinghy not only references the famous line but
also works as a metaphor to emphasise how the group are often ‘up s@*t creek without a
paddle.’ The artist has painted the characters in the hilarious disguises they wear at the end
of the film when they plan an attack on the London marathon.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 71cm x 91.5cm (approx.)

Framed - £580
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Cat. no. 20
Half Time - Limited Edition
Provenance
In 2015 Pete produced his 10 x 10 exhibition, marking his 10th anniversary working as an
artist. For the show Pete selected ten significant pieces of art he had created during this first
decade, turning each of them into limited edition prints out of a run of just ten. All of the
limited edition images differed from their original versions. For example different colourways
were used, prints were printed in large formats or on special paper. In the case of Half Time
the central figure’s shirt has been altered as well as the use of different colourways, paper
and print size.

Story
In Half Time the artist explores memories of growing up on a council estate and playing
football in the open spaces between high rises. The title of the work is a humorous reference
to the fact that games like this would often go on for hours. ‘Half time’ would only occur
when the ball was kicked off into the distance due to the lack of goal posts. A heated debate
between the players, regarding whether the goalie or the person who lost the ball should go
fetch it, always took place. The three figures look off into the distance waiting for another
player to retrieve the lost ball.
As Pete is a die-hard Sheffield Wednesday fan, one of the figures wears this club’s shirt.
The artist also pays homage to Sheffield United. Most interesting of all is the figure in the
middle, who wears a Sheffield FC shirt, representing the oldest football club in the world.
The depiction of various football shirts also symbolises the unity of playing out with other
local kids back in the day, joined by a mutual love of the game, their support for different
teams unimportant.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Framed: 71cm x 91.5cm (approx.)
• Print has been float mounted

Framed - £600
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Cat. no. 21
Kids in the Peace Gardens - Limited Edition
Provenance
When Pete produced the Best of Sheff in 2016 he coincided this important book launch with
the release of ten images featured in this publication, all of which were produced as limited
edition prints. Each of these were from a very small run of 20. In the border, just below the
image, a small description of the work appears; an addition not often seen in Pete’s work.
This text, as well as the specific size and use of an open edition image is a rare occurrence.

Story
As Pete is a true Sheffielder he has often chosen to paint his beloved city. Kids in the Peace
Gardens references an area of the city centre which was remodelled during the 1990s.
The transformation involved adding various water features, including a large fountain in its
centre, where many young children love to play during the summer. For Pete it felt like a
modern-day version of the now closed Millhouses Lido, a place he visited as a young boy.
When creating this image Pete was experimenting with minimalism. Therefore, when it came
to depicting Sheffield’s gothic town hall, a building that boasts intricate architectural detail,
Pete reimagined how it looked. This resulted in a few rectangle windows within a plain wall,
nothing like the building’s arched windows seen on the ground floor. Details like this are
always humourous and a result of the artist’s enjoyment of playing with people’s perceptions
and memories of places.

Details
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Framed: 58.5cm x 67.5cm (approx.)

Framed - £275
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Cat. no. 22
Legends in Their Lunchtime - Limited Edition
Provenance
When Pete produced the Best of Sheff in 2016 he coincided this important book launch with
the release of ten images featured in this publication, all of which were produced as limited
edition prints. Each of these were from a very small run of 20. In the border, just below the
image, a small description of the work appears; an addition not often seen in Pete’s work.
This text, as well as the specific size and use of an open edition image is a rare occurrence.

Story
Depicted are five musicians all recognised as true Sheffielders. From left to right is Alex
Turner, Jarvis Cocker, Tony Christie, Phil Oakey and Richard Hawley, all of whom featured on
Christie’s 2008 album Made in Sheffield. The snug they sit in is located in an iconic Sheffield
pub called Fagan’s, which over the years has become an iconic landmark of the city.
This well-loved pub also features Pete’s The Snog mural on one of its outside walls, further
adding to its cherished status.

Details
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 45cm x 55cm

Unframed - £195
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Cat. no. 23
Liam Gallagher Radio X - Limited Edition
Provenance
This limited edition print was created to raise money for Global’s Make Some Noise
fundraiser in 2016. This print was designed in the style of a poster to commemorate this
event which took place at Manchester City’s Etihad Stadium. This consisted of an interview
conducted by Radio X’s Johnny Vaughan with Liam Gallagher, who talked about his life and
career in front of a live audience.

Story
Pete has portrayed Liam Gallagher in an outfit he is typical of wearing. His large parker
influenced the various green tones used throughout this screen print. Liam holds
The Beatles’ famous Rubber Soul album as this band was a major influence for the artist.
Pete also included this reference as when Liam was the frontman of the band Beady Eye,
the group posed in a way that referenced the Rubber Soul cover. The speaker in the
background indicates that Liam is listening to the album he holds, still appreciating this
important influence.

Details
• Signed by Liam Gallagher
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Global’s Make Some Noise

Unframed - £950
Framed - £1,030
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Cat. no. 24
New Order TCT 2016 - Limited Edition
Provenance
Beautifully screen printed with stunning pastel and neon tones, this limited edition
New Order gig print was originally made for their 2016 performance at the Royal Albert Hall.
Both this print and the gig it references raised money for Teenage Cancer Trust. Pete is an
ambassador for the charity and has worked with TCT for almost a decade, raising close to
£250,000 so far. 50% of this print’s profits will go to this charity to help them to continue the
vital work they do.

Story
Each time Pete creates prints for Teenage Cancer Trust’s annual gigs at the Royal Albert Hall
he incorporates a theme throughout. The year the New Order prints were created the artist
chose to use beautiful, graphic-style depictions of birds to represent each of the bands that
played. This was inspired by Edwyn Collins’ delicate drawings of birds. A blue jay was chosen
for New Order as it symbolises their incredible hit track Blue Monday.

Details
• Signed by New Order
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Framed - £680

1
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Cat. no. 25
Noel Gallagher TCT 2013 (Blue) - Limited Edition
Provenance
This series of limited edition screen prints was created in 2013 to raise money for Teenage
Cancer Trust, a charity for which Pete is an ambassador. They also commemorate the
charitable performances at the Royal Albert Hall. Designed in the style of a gig poster, it
marks the performance by Noel Gallagher and was produced in sets of four colours:
yellow, lilac, green and blue. Each colour was limited out of 50, with only 200 made in total.
This is the only time Pete has created a collection of the same print with varying colours.

Story
Not only did this print mark Noel Gallagher’s gig but it also marked the performances by
the other artists referred to in this work, who performed on the same day. Therefore Pete
wanted to create an image which resonated with all of the acts, drawing ‘a classic
representation of a musician.’ The figure crouches down in front of an amp spending ages
‘twiddling the nobs to get the perfect sound.’ The narrative around this individual is that
they’re not yet at the height of their fame. This represents their early days starting out as an
impoverished musician, hence the hole in their shoe. This added detail was also drawn in as
a private joke, referencing a time when Pete lent a pair of shoes to his friend Richard Hawley,
who later performed in them. When the shoes were returned Pete noticed a hole in the sole
which Hawley denies doing to this day.

Details
• Signed by Noel Gallagher
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £950
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Cat. no. 26
Noel Gallagher TCT 2013 (Yellow) - Limited Edition
Provenance
This series of limited edition screen prints was created in 2013 to raise money for Teenage
Cancer Trust, a charity for which Pete is an ambassador. They also commemorate the
charitable performances at the Royal Albert Hall. Designed in the style of a gig poster, it
marks the performance by Noel Gallagher and was produced in sets of four colours:
blue, lilac, green and yellow. Each colour was limited out of 50, with only 200 made in total.
This is the only time Pete has created a collection of the same print with varying colours.

Story
Not only did this print mark Noel Gallagher’s gig but it also marked the performances by
the other artists referred to in this work, who performed on the same day. Therefore Pete
wanted to create an image which resonated with all of the acts, drawing ‘a classic
representation of a musician.’ The figure crouches down in front of an amp spending ages
‘twiddling the nobs to get the perfect sound.’ The narrative around this individual is that
they’re not yet at the height of their fame. This represents their early days starting out as an
impoverished musician, hence the hole in their shoe. This added detail was also drawn in as
a private joke, referencing a time when Pete lent a pair of shoes to his friend Richard Hawley,
who later performed in them. When the shoes were returned Pete noticed a hole in the sole
which Hawley denies doing to this day.

Details
• Signed by Noel Gallagher
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

Unframed - £950
Framed - £1,030
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Cat. no. 27
Noel Gallagher TCT 2013 (Lilac) ‘Double Vision’ Misprint
Limited Edition
Provenance
This series of limited edition screen prints was created in 2013 to raise money for Teenage
Cancer Trust, a charity for which Pete is an ambassador. They also commemorate the
charitable performances at the Royal Albert Hall. Designed in the style of a gig poster,
it marks the performance by Noel Gallagher and was produced in sets of four colours:
yellow, blue, green and lilac. Each colour was limited out of 50, with only 200 made in total.
This is the only time Pete has created a collection of the same print with varying colours.

Story
Not only did this print mark Noel Gallagher’s gig but it also marked the performances by
the other artists referred to in this work, who performed on the same day. Therefore Pete
wanted to create an image which resonated with all of the acts, drawing ‘a classic
representation of a musician.’ The figure crouches down in front of an amp spending ages
‘twiddling the nobs to get the perfect sound.’ The narrative around this individual is that
they’re not yet at the height of their fame. This represents their early days starting out as an
impoverished musician, hence the hole in their shoe. This added detail was also drawn in as
a private joke, referencing a time when Pete lent a pair of shoes to his friend Richard Hawley,
who later performed in them. When the shoes were returned Pete noticed a hole in the sole
which Hawley denies doing to this day.

Misprint
Misprints can occasionally occur when producing anything that is printed; whether it is a
book, artwork or even a piece of clothing. Misprints differ from the original intended look of
the object and can vary from subtle differences to clearly defined ones. During the screen
printing process of this particular Noel Gallagher print one of the layers was misaligned,
causing a ‘double vision’ effect. This is evidenced by the slightly mismatched layers of the
musician and the overlapping lines of text. Depending on what has occurred misprints can
sometimes be even more valuable than the general run of limited edition prints due to their
unique flaws.

Details
• Signed by Noel Gallagher
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust

1
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Unframed - £800
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Cat. no. 28
Noel Gallagher TCT 2013 (Lilac) ‘Lines’ Misprint
Limited Edition
-

Provenance
This series of limited edition screen prints was created in 2013 to raise money for Teenage
Cancer Trust, a charity for which Pete is an ambassador. They also commemorate the
charitable performances at the Royal Albert Hall. Designed in the style of a gig poster, it
marks the performance by Noel Gallagher and was produced in sets of four colours:
yellow, blue, green and lilac. Each colour was limited out of 50, with only 200 made in total.
This is the only time Pete has created a collection of the same print with varying colours.

Story
Not only did this print mark Noel Gallagher’s gig but it also marked the performances by
the other artists referred to in this work, who performed on the same day. Therefore Pete
wanted to create an image which resonated with all of the acts, drawing ‘a classic
representation of a musician.’ The figure crouches down in front of an amp spending ages
‘twiddling the nobs to get the perfect sound.’ The narrative around this individual is that
they’re not yet at the height of their fame. This represents their early days starting out as an
impoverished musician, hence the hole in their shoe. This added detail was also drawn in as
a private joke, referencing a time when Pete lent a pair of shoes to his friend Richard Hawley,
who later performed in them. When the shoes were returned Pete noticed a hole in the sole
which Hawley denies doing to this day.

Misprint
Misprints can occasionally occur when producing anything that is printed; whether it is a
book, artwork or even a piece of clothing. Misprints differ from the original intended look
of the object and can vary from subtle differences to clearly defined ones. In the case of this
Noel Gallagher print, when screen printing the lilac background a scratched effect was
produced. Depending on what has occurred, misprints can sometimes be even more
valuable than the general run of limited edition prints due to their unique flaws.

Details
• Signed by Noel Gallagher
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 42cm x 59.5cm
• 50% of the proceeds go to Teenage Cancer Trust
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Cat. no. 29
Oasis Haçienda - Limited Edition
Provenance
In 2016 the McKee gallery set up its first pop-up shop in London, located in Shorditch’s
Truman Brewery. On display were a variety of prints and products, including the limited
edition Oasis Haçienda screen prints created for this successful event.

Story
This image was borne out of a conversation Pete had with Noel Gallagher, asking him
about his most memorable gigs. One of the performances Noel talked about was a gig
Oasis played in 1994 at Manchester’s infamous The Haçienda club. Various iconic musicians,
bands and DJs have performed there, such as: Madonna, The Smiths, The Stone Roses,
Happy Mondays, The Chemical Brothers and many others. Pete references The Haçienda’s
interior decor by including diagonal stripes against a bright yellow background in the print’s
centre. To mark out the raised platforms that served as dance floors, black and yellow
warning stripes snaked around the platforms’ bases and up the steel posts dotted throughout
the club. However, Pete chose to colour his stripes grey. The black and yellow theme
within this print also references the acid house genre that The Haçienda played during the
late eighties. Black and yellow are synonymous with acid house, most famously seen in the
yellow smiley face logo against a black background that many ravers wore on t-shirts.

Details
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Framed: 56cm x 76cm (approx.)

Framed - £330
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Cat. no. 30
Pub Rocked - Limited Edition
Provenance
This beautiful, bold screen print was created for Pete’s Great Moments in Popular Music
exhibition in 2011. The show was exhibited at the Snap Galleries, located in London at the
time. For the show Pete created three different limited edition prints, all from runs of 75.
These prints were: The Beatles Get a Haircut, The Weekenders and Pub Rocked.

Story
This striking image symbolically references individuals who start playing in a band at a young
age. When chasing your musical dreams you inevitably have to start out small, which
usually means playing in pubs. Your dressing room may be a toilet and your stage is located
in a back room, but you play these gigs with all your heart and soul, as if you were at
Wembley. The person in this image has played so hard that in the process of ‘rocking the
pub’ they have played until their fingers bleed. This splash of bright colour draws focus on
the most important detail of the work. The character’s bleeding fingers also reference
other great musicians, such as Pete Townshend, who played so intensely that he would cut
his hands on his guitar strings.
The title of this work also references the ‘pub rock’ music genre that developed in the UK
during the early 1970s, which rejected progressive and glam rock that was costly to record
and considered flashy. The pub rock movement associated itself with independent labels
and was a precursor to the British punk rock scene. The Jam, who although are not directly
associated with this movement, formed around the same time this genre did. Pete references
this band by dressing his character in a style they are famous for.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 50cm x 70cm
• Framed: 55cm x 75cm (approx.)

Unframed - £345
Framed - £425
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Cat. no. 31
Scratchings - Limited Edition
Provenance
In 2015 Pete produced his 10 x 10 exhibition, marking his 10th anniversary working as an
artist. For the show Pete selected ten significant pieces of art he had created during this first
decade, turning each of them into limited edition prints out of a run of just ten. All of the
limited edition images differed from their original versions. For example different colourways
were used, prints were printed in large formats or on special paper.

Story
Created early on in the artist’s career the Scratchings image pays homage to pub dogs
‘forever on the scrounge, desperate for their owner’s or a neighbouring table’s snacks.’
Although this scene is not out of the ordinary, Pete’s close examination further emphasises
the humour and familiarity of this event. By creating a very minimal background the
focus falls on the dog’s eyes. This comically emphasises the dog’s point of view.
Nothing surrounding them matters, their intense and ongoing desperation to obtain the
scratchings their only concern, subsequently drowning out the hustle and bustle of
the pub in the process.

Details
• Signed, numbered and titled by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 60cm x 60cm

Unframed - £500
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Cat. no. 32
This Is England (10 Year Anniversary) - Limited Edition
Provenance
Produced in 2016 this limited edition This is England print was created to celebrate the 10th
anniversary of Shane Meadow’s 2006 iconic cult film. This print was designed in the style of a
film poster, listing the cast at the base of image as well as the independent film and television
production company behind it; Warp Films.

Story
Striking in design Pete has placed the film’s main protagonist, ‘Shaun’, in the centre of the
image. He is depicted alone, referencing the challenges and demons this character faces on
their path to self-discovery. An English flag is draped over him, referencing the film’s title and
multilayered themes that explore 1980s English culture. The flag also alludes to other themes
within the film such as: what it means to be English and the heartbreaking actions of those
who use this identity as an excuse for hatred and the exclusion of others. The motif of
wearing a flag was influenced by a famous photo of The Who, which depicts the band
draped with a Union Jack.

Details
• Signed and numbered by Pete McKee
• Unframed: 56cm x 76cm

Unframed - £500
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Cat. no. 33
Lol and Woody - Figurine

Provenance
Created in 2015 Lol and Woody is the second figurine designed by Pete. These figurines were
produced after a collaboration between the artist and the production companies behind the
film This is England, Warp Films and Big Arty.
When designing the work, Pete wanted to portray to the characters ‘the time we first met
them in their full youthful glory. A time when we all dared to dress to impress and felt we
had the power to make a difference, a time when bands like The Specials, The Clash,
The Jam and Billy Bragg educated and politicised us and made us take to the streets to
tell the government that the voice of the youth should be heard.’
Each figurine comes in its own collector’s box, featuring drawings of both Lol and Woody
on its sides.

Details
• Made by Unbox Industries
• Box measures: 12cm x 13cm x 33cm
• Figurine measures: 7cm x 9cm x 27.5cm

£150
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Cat. no. 34
Frank - Figurine

Provenance
Frank is the first figurine ever designed by Pete and was created in 2013. The artist chose
to realise one of his most popular creations in 3D, ‘Frank’ the dog. Frank has appeared in
various works and cartoons by the artist and represents man’s faithful companion. As well
as adding familiarity and humour to Pete’s work, Frank also symbolises the artist’s Sheffield
roots, as whippets are commonly associated with northern culture.
Each figurine comes in its own collector’s box, designed as a kennel. Frank also comes with
his own personalised food bowl.

Details
• Made by Unbox Industries
• Box measures: 8.5cm x 18.5cm x 21.5cm
• Frank measures: 9cm x 13.5cm
• Bowl measures: 6cm x 6cm

£80
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Cat. no. 35
Sunday Kind of Love - Silk Scarf

Provenance
Designed and produced in 2011, Pete’s limited edition Sunday Kind of Love silk scarf is a
striking and luxurious addition to any outfit. This design was taken from a limited edition
print of the same title and employs similar shades of pink and red. These bold, strong patches
of colour reference a pop art aesthetic.
Cafe scenes featuring a solitary individual have been explored several times throughout the
artist’s career. ‘My observations of the lonely, the single, the widowed, and those taking a
quiet moment away from their other half, are indebted to Edward Hopper’s studies of
solitary individuals.’ Sunday Kind of Love falls into this category as it features a single
character in a contemplative mood.

Details
• Measures: 75.5cm x 75.5cm
• Made from 100% silk
• Please note that model holds a display scarf. These scarfs
have been carefully folded and placed in secure packaging.

£95
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Cat. no. 36
Teenage Kicks - Book

Provenance
In 2010 Pete collaborated with Paul Smith, creating an exhibition entitled Teenage Kicks.
The show was displayed at Smith’s flagship Japanese store in Tokyo. The exhibition
specifically explored how 20th century youth expressed themselves through fashion and the
music they listened to. The subcultures Pete explored in his paintings included: mods,
rockers, new romantics, punks and the baggy movement.
For this event the Teenage Kicks book was created. This publication contains all the paintings
from the show, including sketches by Pete and a foreword by The Human League’s frontman
Phil Oakey. It is also bilingual, written in both English and Japanese. As music was a strong
theme of the show the book was designed like a 12” record sleeve. It also contains a
collector’s display item inside: a vinyl record etched with Pete’s Booty and the Beat image.

Details
• Designed by du.st
• Protective yellow sleeve contains the Teenage Kicks book and the Booty and the Beat vinyl.
• Please note the vinyl is for display only and cannot be played.

£20
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Cat. no. 37
Best of Sheff - Hardback Edition

Provenance
After beginning his artistic career in 2005, Pete has continued to paint various images of
his beloved hometown of Sheffield. By 2013 Pete had already created two exhibitions that
explored Sheffield and the landmarks and people that define it. These were his 2008 show
22 Views of Sheffield and his 2013 show The Joy of Sheff. In 2016 he decided to compile all of
the art from these shows, in addition to individual Sheffield themed works created over the
years in The Best of Sheff book.
This publication also contains photographs of Sheffield, including one of Pete’s famous
The Snog mural, painted on the side of Fagan’s pub. Accompanying this image is the
‘Frank and Joy’ story which can only be found in this book. Also featured are various
sketches created for Sheffield magazine Now Then’s 50th edition. The foreword was
written by Richard Hawley.

£25
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Cat. no. 38
22 Views Of Sheffield - Orange Hardback - First Edition

Provenance
The 22 Views of Sheffield hardback book was created for an exhibition of the same title in
2008. As Pete is a true Sheffielder through and through (the artist was born, raised and still
lives in his beloved hometown), he created this exhibition which explored the city through
various paintings. This orange hardback is from the first edition of this publication.
The colour of the cover is a nod to the signature orange seen on Sheffield’s iconic
Henderson’s Relish bottles.

Details
• Designed by du.st

£15
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Cat. no. 39
22 Views Of Sheffield - Brown Softback - Second Edition

Provenance
This 22 Views of Sheffield softback book was created for an exhibition of the same title in
2008. As Pete is a true Sheffielder through and through (the artist was born, raised and still
lives in his beloved hometown), he created this exhibition which explored the city through
various paintings. This brown softback is from the second edition of this publication and was
produced in 2008.

Details
• Designed by du.st

£10
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Cat. no. 40
22 Views Of Sheffield - Orange Softback - Third Edition

Provenance
This 22 Views of Sheffield softback book was created for an exhibition of the same title in
2008. As Pete is a true Sheffielder through and through (the artist was born, raised and still
lives in his beloved hometown), he created this exhibition which explored the city through
various paintings. This orange softback is from the third and last edition of this publication,
produced in 2009. Like the first edition, the colour of the cover is a nod to the signature
orange seen on Sheffield’s iconic Henderson’s Relish bottles.

Details
• Designed by du.st

£10
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Cat. no. 41
This Class Works - Charity Tin

Provenance
In 2018 Pete produced his sell-out show This Class Works, exhibiting paintings and
installations by himself and other artists, all of which explored what it means to be
working class. In conjunction with the show Pete put on various events, one of which
was This Class Gives. For one day the McKee team set up a space in Sheffield’s city
centre asking people to donate food in exchange for one of Pete’s collectable This Class Gives
limited edition cans. The idea of creating art pieces as cans was inspired by Andy Warhol’s
famous 1962 paintings, Campbell’s Soup Cans. The outcome was overwhelming and over
several tons of food was donated.

Details
• All the proceeds from the sale of these tins will be donated to the S2 Food Bank.
• Measures: 7.5cm x 10.5cm

£10
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Cat. no. 42
Dog’s Dinner - Tote Bag

Provenance
Designed for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition the Dog’s Dinner tote bag features
an image taken from a painting of the same title. Printed in black ink on natural cotton,
one side features the Dog’s Dinner image while the other side features the iconic
Thud, Crackle, Pop logo.

Story
In the Dog’s Dinner image the artist tells a simple fable about a record owner who has not
taken good care of their collection and the consequences that follow. The story is simple.
After not correctly storing their vinyl, the owner’s dog has later discovered it, using it as a
chew toy. Despite the pain one might feel ‘you can’t blame the dog and can only blame
yourself.’

Details
• Made from 100% natural cotton

£5
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Cat. no. 43
Girl With the Wind in Her Hair - Mirror

Provenance
Made in 2014, the Girl With the Wind in Her Hair hand mirror is from the first set of mirrors
ever produced by the McKee gallery. This classic McKee image evokes the freedom felt when
at the beach, staring out at the horizon as an invigorating wind blows in from the sea, further
connecting you to nature.

Details
• Measures: 7.5cm x 7.5cm
• This lovely mirror comes in its own protective, satin, drawstring bag.

£5
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Cat. no. 44
Sea Breeze - Mirror

Provenance
Made in 2014, the Sea Breeze hand mirror is from the first set of mirrors ever produced by
the McKee gallery. This classic McKee image portrays the excitement of packing up your
things and hitting the road. The freedom felt by this character could be motivated by a
number of things; they may be going on holiday, moving home or driving to see family,
friends or a lover. However the destination is interpreted, the joy of the journey is
what’s important.

Details
• Measures: 7.5cm x 7.5cm
• This lovely mirror comes in its own protective, satin, drawstring bag.

£5
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Cat. no. 45
Baby Needs New Shoes - Pendant

Provenance
A rare McKee item, the Baby Needs New Shoes pendant is one of the few examples of
jewellery designed by the artist. Made in 2015 the high heel design was taken directly from
Pete’s painting of the same title. The delicate chain the pendant hangs on is made from
sterling silver.

Details
• Pendant measures: 4.5cm x 4.5cm

£10
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Cat. no. 46
East Coast Girl in Pink - Pendant

Provenance
A rare McKee item, the East Coast Girl in Pink pendant is one of the few examples of
jewellery designed by the artist. Made in 2015 the design was taken directly from Pete’s
painting of the same title. The delicate chain the pendant hangs on is made from
sterling silver.

Details
• Pendant measures: 2.5cm x 5cm

£10
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Cat. no. 47
He’s Just a Stereotype - Pin Badge
Provenance
In 2018 Pete created his sell-out show This Class Works, which exhibited paintings and
installations by himself and other artists, all of which explored what it means to be working
class. One of the paintings Pete created is the now highly popular image, He’s Just a
Stereotype, which was turned into a small pin badge and sold in the exhibition shop.
Pete has always loved designing badges because of their significance within fashion
subcultures. From Punks to Mods, pins have always been used to adorn clothing and bags,
allowing the wearer to tell the world their political, musical or philosophical stance.

Details
• Measures: 0.5cm x 2.5cm

£4
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Cat. no. 48
National Hug Service - Pin Badge
Provenance
In 2018 Pete created his sell-out show This Class Works, which exhibited paintings and
installations by himself and other artists, all of which explored what it means to be working
class. One of the paintings Pete created is the now iconic National Hug Service which was
turned into a small pin badge and sold in the exhibition shop.
Pete has always loved designing badges because of their significance within fashion
subcultures. From Punks to Mods, pins have always been used to adorn clothing and bags,
allowing the wearer to tell the world their political, musical or philosophical stance.

Details
• Measures: 2cm x 2.5cm

£4
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Cat. no. 49
Ziggy - Pin Badge
Provenance
Pete’s love of music has permeated his work ever since he first began painting. In 2018 he
decided to create the ‘Music Legends’ badges to honour some of the artists who have made
a distinct impact on the music industry. Pete chose to depict David Bowie’s space-loving,
alter ego, Ziggy Stardust, whose iconic face stripe appeared on Bowie’s incredible
Aladdin Sane album cover.
Pete has always loved designing badges because of their significance within fashion
subcultures. From Punks to Mods, pins have always been used to adorn clothing and bags,
allowing the wearer to tell the world their political, musical or philosophical stance.

Details
• Measures: 2cm x 2.5cm

£4
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Cat. no. 50
Weller - Pin Badge
Provenance
Pete’s love of music has permeated his work ever since he first began painting. In 2018 he
decided to create the ‘Music Legends’ badges to honour some of the artists who have made
a distinct impact on the music industry. Pete has always loved The Jam so immortalising Paul
Weller’s distinct face and mod haircut made perfect sense.
Pete has always loved designing badges because of their significance within fashion
subcultures. From Punks to Mods, pins have always been used to adorn clothing and bags,
allowing the wearer to tell the world their political, musical or philosophical stance.

Details
• Measures: 1.5cm x 2.5cm

£4
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Thud, Crackle, Pop - Exhibition Prints

109

Thud, Crackle, Pop
Exhibition Prints
Designed to emulate record covers these 12” x 12” prints,
created exclusively for Pete’s 2014 exhibition Thud, Crackle, Pop,
were originally displayed in record browsers. All of the prints
from this show explored music-related themes specifically
centred around vinyl records. These images are a combination
of reproductions of paintings from Thud, Crackle, Pop and of
work from the artist’s back catalogue. It is rare for the gallery to
produce open edition prints that deviate from our standard sizes
and paper, therefore there are only a limited number left of these
particular T.C.P. prints.

110

Cat. no. 51
Album Art
Story
This work tells a similar tale to that of Dog’s Dinner which depicts the agonising destruction
of one’s precious record collection. Here, someone’s ‘little angel’ has discovered their
parent’s vinyl and has decided to ‘get creative’ with it. Pete drew on his own memories
when painting this work. He admits that when he was a young boy, he discovered his
older brother’s football programme collection and decided they’d look better ‘with some
artistic additions.’ On the ground, irrecoverably altered are: Nico and The Velvet
Underground’s The Velvet Underground & Nico, the self-titled album by The Specials,
and Bruce Springsteen’s Born to Run.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 52
Antarctic Penguins
Story
Pete drew on his cartoonist background when creating this work by portraying the
Arctic Monkeys as caricatures. A big fan of the band, the artist combines his love of music
with his surreal humour. Reimagining iconic figures from popular culture specifically as
penguins, started off with doodles the artist made on beer mats. He liked some of these
doodles so much that he turned them into paintings, the Antarctic Penguins being one of
them. The ‘0114’ on Matt Helders’ t-shirt is the telephone area code for Sheffield which
appears on his drum kit.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 53
Bolan Versus Bowie
Story
Just like the 1960s where you were either a Rolling Stones or a Beatles fan, the 1970s was no
different. ‘Even though these two amazing artists were friends, a lot of the public were either
Bowie or Bolan fans. I wanted to represent the musicians’ friendship and respect for each
other’s craft by painting fans listening to their music and having fun.’ Here two teenage girls
channel their beloved musicians by adopting their style. They hang out in the Bolan fan’s
room. One of the albums they hold spins on the record player. This work not only highlights
how music is an integral part of self-discovery but how it also unites people, helps forge
friendships and maintains bonds.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 54
Breaking Down the Walls of Heartache
Story
This work borrows its title from The Bandwagon’s 1968 soul track, Breakin’ Down the Walls of
Heartache. Pete referenced this song as it would have been typically played at northern soul
nights. The couple depicted are off on a northern soul ‘weekender’ but their Lambretta has
broken down. As well as referencing this song title the ‘breaking down’ also emphasises what
has occurred in this scene. The ‘45’ written on the side of the scooter is a nod to the 45 rpm
7” vinyl records which featured a single on either side and were played by DJs at the type of
events this couple are heading to.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 55
A Case for Vinyl
Story
This contemplative and moody image references the beautiful and melancholy song,
A Case for Vinyl, by Tim Burgess, the frontman of The Charlatans. The song’s refrain
‘Just because I didn’t win’ and various other lines indicate a narrative in which a couple
have broken up. Pete has interpreted this story even further by depicting a man who has
just come out of a divorce. After the separation this character has been left with nothing
but his records. His divorce papers protrude from his pocket as he drinks liquor from a mug,
presumably one of the few utensils he possesses in his otherwise empty flat. ‘The amp and
speakers set in front of me’ is a lyric Pete directly paints. The muted tones create a ‘noir style’
aesthetic, further adding to the brooding atmosphere.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 56
Dog’s Dinner
Story
Here the artist tells a simple fable about a record owner who has not taken good care of their
collection and the consequences that follow. The story is simple. After not correctly storing
their vinyl, the owner’s dog has later discovered it, using it as a chew toy. Despite the pain
one might feel ‘you can’t blame the dog and can only blame yourself.’ Scattered on the
floor are a variety of iconic albums that represent this person’s eclectic, now slightly
diminished, record collection. These include The The’s Soul Mining, Nico and The Velvet
Underground’s The Velvet Underground & Nico, Stevie Wonder’s The Jazz Soul of Little Stevie,
Nick Drake’s Five Leaves Left and Jimmy Smith’s The Cat.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 57
Doles Corner
Story
Pete’s love of wordplay, multiple meanings and in-jokes are all present in this parody of
Richard Hawley’s famous 2005 album, Coles Corner. The artist has reimagined Hawley’s
album cover by placing the musician in front of the Job Centre on Sheffield’s West Street,
famously featured in the 1997 film The Full Monty. The reference of finding a job derives from
Pete jokingly stating that his long-time friend Richard Hawley ‘has never really had a proper
job. I remember he did a few shifts around Christmas at HMV when I worked there, but his
real calling was being a full-time musician. When you have that much talent your real job is
to share it with the world.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 58
Elvis Home Recordings
Story
Pete has said that every time he creates an exhibition ‘an Elvis image usually makes it in
there some way or another.’ This particular image was created for Pete’s 2014
Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition. These depictions of Elvis always imagine the King of Rock
and Roll in the same context: living in a council flat in Sheffield. Here Elvis sits at home with
one of his faithful cats, recording his next track on a binatone tape recorder, popular in the
1970s. By including this recorder Pete adds a touch of nostalgia to this work as ‘most people
had one back in the day and would use it to record the TV or the radio.’ The inclusion of the
binatone injects further humour into the work as it reimagines the musician recording his
next big track in the most humble of ways.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 59
Field of Beats
Story
Originally from a series of images celebrating DJ culture, this work was inspired by
Mary Anne Hobbs and her specific festival performances. Although Hobbs plays an eclectic
range of music on the radio, her festival performances have specifically featured electronic
dance music. The character’s clothes are a nod to an iconic leather biker outfit Hobbs once
wore for a photoshoot. This was very similar to Beatrix Kiddo’s iconic look in Quentin
Tarrantino’s Kill Bill films.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 60
For Everyone a Religion
Story
For Everyone a Religion marks a significant moment in music history: when The Stone
Roses played an outdoor concert at Spike Island in Widnes on the 27th of May in 1990.
The concert was attended by around 27,000 people and had support acts which
included DJs Dave Haslam, Paul Oakenfold and Frankie Bones, among other artists.
This event went down in history as it was considered a failure at the time due to sound
problems and bad organisation. Over the years it has garnered a legendary status, now
referred to as the ‘Woodstock’ for the ‘baggy’ generation. The title of the painting refers to
The Stone Roses’ frontman, Ian Brown’s first single, F.E.A.R., from his third solo album
Music of the Spheres.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 61
Frank’s Wild Years
Story
This work was named after and visually interprets Tom Waits’ 1983 song Frank’s Wild Years.
The track’s jaunty nature juxtaposed with its dark lyrics give this song a humorous quality.
Waits tells a short story about Frank, a used office furniture salesman, who ‘settled down
out in the Valley’, referring to L.A.’s San Fernando valley. After receiving a ‘$30,000 loan at
15¼%’ he puts ‘a down payment on a little two-bedroom place’ and moves in with his wife,
a ‘spent piece of used jet trash: made good Bloody Marys, kept her mouth shut most of the
time, had a little Chihuahua named Carlos that had some kind of skin disease and was
totally blind.’
Despite being described as ‘so happy’ with their ‘thoroughly modern kitchen’ and
‘self-cleaning oven’, the very first line of the song reveals that Frank murders his wife.
The story ends with Frank going to his house after drinking a couple of ‘Mickey’s Big Mouths’
and setting the place on fire before heading north on the ‘Hollywood Freeway’. The artist
imbues this scene with a ‘noir’ like atmosphere by painting Frank with a hardened
expression, a cigarette hanging from his lips and some hard liquor in his hand.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 62
Full Metal Jacket
Story
This image is from a series of four created for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition.
Each one of these paintings explores a specific genre of music through the portrayal of a
record store. Full Metal Jacket represents music from the metal and rock genre and
includes iconic albums such as Metallica’s Master of Puppets, Pink Floyd’s The Dark Side of
the Moon and Black Sabbath’s Heaven and Hell. When deciding on a list of records Pete
asked metal expert Dave Shack. Shack, who has management connections to Iron Maiden,
was also a former writer for the rock, punk and heavy metal music magazine Kerrang!
Pete named this work after Stanley Kubrick’s 1987 film Full Metal Jacket. It also references
the attire worn by metal fans. Their denim jackets are transformed into ‘full metal’ ones once
they are adorned with patches representing the various metal bands they love.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 63
A Girl Like You
Story
A Girl Like You is named after Edwyn Collins’ brilliant 1994 track from his Gorgeous George
album. This work is from a group of images in which Pete visually interpreted song lyrics.
Here the lyrics ‘Now my hands are bleeding and my knees are raw, ‘Cause now you got me
crawling, crawling, on the floor’ have been visualised. As the artist enjoys a little bit of risqué
humour, he also chose to add another layer to the story by depicting a couple who are
involved a Dom/sub relationship.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 64
Grand Master Dub
Story
Originally from a series of images celebrating DJ culture, this work references the
magnificent sound systems that hail from Kingston, Jamaica. Typically consisting of DJs,
MCs and engineers, these systems play ska, rocksteady, reggae and dancehall music.
Emerging in the 1940s, sound systems were at the centre of street parties. This allowed local
people to hear the music they wanted, which was banned by conservative radio stations that
modelled themselves on the BBC. We are so lucky that sound systems are part of UK culture,
first brought over by Jamaicans during the 1960s and ‘70s. This has resulted in incredible
sound systems such as Channel One, Quaker City, Iration Steppas and Fatman International
and many notable sound system operators such as Aba Shanti-I and Jah Observer.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 65
Great Labels in Popular Music
Story
Here various labels from the centre of vinyl records have been used to create an overlapping
pattern. The labels chosen were personally selected by Pete and either represent songs the
artist has in his own record collection, or have been included because of their cultural
significance. The 45rpm in the bottom left corner points to the fact that all these labels have
been lifted from 7” vinyl, which features a single track on either side.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 66
Head Cases
Story
Head Cases exemplifies Pete’s love of depicting fashion and music subcultures in his
paintings. Here he has depicted a scene in which heavy metal lovers completely immerse
themselves in the music they love, by vigorously head banging to it. Their long hair, band
t-shirts and denim outfits are classic uniforms for those who listen to heavy metal, particularly
prevalent during the 1980s and ‘90s. Often fans of the genre would adorn their jackets with
patches representing their favourite bands.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 67
Home Comforts
Story
Home Comforts references the advent of ska music in the UK. On describing this work
Pete states that the young man depicted has ‘come from Jamaica in the 1960s to live and
work in the UK. To remind him of home his ‘precious ska records’ provide comfort and
familiarity. It was in the ‘60s that ska music began to gain massive popularity in the UK thanks
to ‘the guys and women coming over from Jamaica and bringing their beautiful culture and
style to these shores.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 68
I’ll Put a Spell on You
Story
Named after the 1956 song I’ll Put a Spell on You by Jalacy “Screamin’ Jay” Hawkins this
image reflects the track’s brooding, moody and dangerous atmosphere. ‘I wanted to create
a pastiche of an “outsider” couple from the 1950s. I’ll Put a Spell on You was banned from
the radio, so bars with jukeboxes would be where you’d hear it.’
The rocker asserts his dominance by confidently leaning on the jukebox after selecting
the track the image is named after. His white t-shirt, double denim outfit, slicked back
quiff and biker boots channel the James Dean and Marlon Brando ‘bad boys’ of this era.
The glamorous femme fatale type character sits alone at the table. There is a tension
between the figures, raising multiple questions about what has and will happen
between them.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 69
In Search of The Holy Grail
Story
The title of this work sums up the feeling of hunting for allusive vinyl. Sometimes the most
precious of records can be found in the most unassuming of places. Here a charity shop is
depicted. By not including characters in this work, Pete gives this scene a static quality.
The image’s title suggests that somewhere, amongst the dusty boxes, something special is
waiting to be discovered. ‘I wanted to paint something that refers to the pleasure of rifling
through second hand shops looking for treasure. When you stumble across an absolute gem
in the most random of places it feels like magic. Nowadays you have virtual versions of this
too, such as Ebay, but there’s nothing quite like physically flipping through rows and rows of
old records and stumbling across something rare.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 70
Independently Minded
Story
This image is from a series of four created for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition.
Each one of these paintings explores a specific genre of music through the portrayal of a
record store. When deciding on a list of records, Pete consulted with Radio 6 DJ Steve
Lamacq. Pete also painted in a few of his own personal favourites such as Q: Are We Not
Men? A: We Are Devo! by Devo and Funeral by Arcade Fire.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 71
Let’s Get Lost
Story
This work is a visual interpretation of one of Pete’s all time favourite songs by Chet Baker.
The song is about two people who revel in their love for each other and don’t care what
other people think about their relationship. The artist decided to portray this couple
‘getting lost’ by driving off together in their little sports car. The freedom of ‘getting away
from the rest of the world’ is symbolised by the bright blue expanse of sea that stretches
off into the horizon.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 72
Lexicon of Pub
Story
Humorously referenced in this work is ABC’s The Lexicon of Love album cover.
In the original image a dramatic scene is captured on a theatre stage designed as a street.
On the set a woman faints into the arms of a man who points a gun at someone behind
the mysterious red curtain to the left. In Lexicon of Pub an inebriated couple waits on an
actual street corner. The woman’s pose mirrors the original one seen on the ABC album
cover, yet she swoons not from fear but because she’s drunk too much. Like the original
image in which the man points a gun, here this bleary eyed man drunkenly holds out his
arm in an attempt to hail a cab. Although the background doesn’t give much away the
artist intended that the pub they’ve just left is Sheffield’s The Fat Cat.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 73
Looking For The Perfect Beat
Story
This image is from a series of four created for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition.
Each one of these paintings explores a specific genre of music through the portrayal of a
record store. Looking for the Perfect Beat represents hip hop and includes countless iconic
albums such as Dr. Dre’s The Chronic, The Fugees’ The Score and Ready to Die by the
Notorious B.I.G. When deciding on a list of records Pete consulted with a couple of his
mates: Sheffield hip hop DJ Andy Hunt and hip hop buff Mike McQuillan, aka ‘Clipboard’.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 74
Love Will Tear us Apart
Story
Love Will Tear Us Apart is named after Joy Division’s brilliant 1980 hit. This work is from a
group of images in which Pete visually interpreted song lyrics. The line, ‘Why is the bedroom
so cold turned away on your side?’ has been painted. The muted tones create a brooding
and moody atmosphere, mirroring and channeling the sentiment of the song until you can
almost hear it.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 75
Mods ‘n’ Sods
Story
This image is from a series of four created for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition.
Each one of these paintings explores a specific genre of music through the portrayal of a
record store. Mods ’n’ Sods represents music from the mod genre and includes classic
albums such as At Newport 1960 by Muddy Waters, Big Sixteen by The Impressions and Blues
for Mister Jimmy by Jimmy McGriff. When deciding on a list of records Pete consulted with a
couple of his mates: mod DJ Lee Radford and actor, writer and producer Jonny Owen.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 76
My Favourite Record Store Parts 1 & 2
Story
My Favourite Record Store Parts 1 & 2 is a combination of two separate images, originally
painted for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition. Before the artist began painting this
record store scene he asked Paul Smith, Noel Gallagher, Mary Anne Hobbs, Marc Riley,
Richard Hawley, Jonny Owen, Vicky McClure, Steve Lamacq, Irvine Welsh and Paul Weller
to name their top 10 albums of all time. This selection of albums are stocked on the shelves
of this store and represent diverse and eclectic music tastes.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £40
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Cat. no. 77
New Suit Old Grooves
Story
Originally from a series of images celebrating DJ culture, this work celebrates some of
Pete’s mates who still spin mod and northern soul records, ‘old grooves’ from the 1960s.
The ‘new suit’ references the sharp and updated attire his mates now wear, inspired by the
suits that were uniform when going out after work in the ‘60s. Unlike today where you can
buy suits ‘off the rack’, back in the day these had to be tailor-made.

‘Times have really changed. Back then a lot of working-class men who attended northern
soul nights would have to buy their suit “on the tick”. Once they’d been measured they’d
then pay weekly instalments until they could pick up their perfectly tailored suit. Even though
it was expensive, it was always worth the wait. As soon as you’d paid it off you were ready to
hit the town in style.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 78
A Northern Thing
Story
A couple from the northern soul scene stand on the edge of a dance floor in their best
outfits. Emerging in the 1960s in the North of England, the northern soul movement saw
working-class youths gather together in ballrooms and working men’s clubs to dance to the
rarest of black American soul 45s the DJs could find. The bag the figure on the right holds
is adorned with patches from northern soul clubs that the couple have picked up on other
trips. The talcum powder on the table is what dancers used to help them slide over the floor
with ease, allowing them to perform the most daring moves possible.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 79
Project Hip Hop
Story
Originally from a series of images celebrating DJ culture, this work references hip hop music
and the DJs who play it. Hip hop, otherwise known as rap music, originated from New York
City’s Bronx in the 1970s. Rooted in street culture, DJs would play this music on turntables at
block parties where locals would get together to dance, eat and socialise. It is a particularly
interesting genre because it comprises so many regional sounds, sub-genres and fusion
genres, resulting in a variety of diverse musical works of art. In Project Hip Hop a young DJ
carts his precious records about, getting ready to spin them on his turntables, so he can
practise and find his sound.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 80
Record Hunter Blues
Story
Pete states that ‘one thing I really like to do is to trawl second hand shops, flea markets and
even car boot sales for records.’ The type of records the artist is usually on the look out for
are 7” singles that he likes to play on the occasions he’s asked to DJ. The title of this work
describes the feelings felt when ‘on the hunt for precious little finds.’ These feelings are
usually the ‘blues’ as stumbling across a rare gem is an elusive experience. The artist also
makes a little joke by including a J.H. Lynch-style painting, propped up on the left.
The female sitter’s exasperated look foreshadows the sentiments of the group’s wives and
girlfriends when yet another expensive record is brought back home after hours of searching.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 81
Resurrected
Story
Resurrected pays homage to Manchester band The Stone Roses. Part of the ‘Madchester’
movement during the 1980s and ‘90s, this band has long been iconic, not only for their
music but also for their fashion and effortless swagger. Pete references several things in this
work. Its title is a nod to the band’s final song, I am the Resurrection, that appears on their
debut album The Stone Roses. The theme of ‘resurrection’ also alludes to the band’s reunion
tour in 2012; the initial inspiration behind this work. He playfully draws the band in zombie
like poses, as if they have just risen from the dead. The drummer doesn’t wear his bucket hat
but holds it in his hands as he wants to move on from the trend he started.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 82
Seven Inches of Paradise
Story
Records have always been an extremely important part of Pete’s life. He has painted
countless works which refer to music, specifically exploring his love of vinyl. Record store
interiors are places he likes to depict as they represent precious memories. ‘I used to work in
a record store and absolutely loved flipping through all of the albums and singles on display.
For me it felt like I was “furthering my education”. I’m so glad to see that record stores have
been making a comeback over the last few years. However, this particular work is a
celebration of the record stores that were around back in the day that always seemed to
have a basement. Being faced with rows of vinyl after descending the stairs was always
really exciting. Also, I couldn’t help throwing in an innuendo while I was at it.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 83
Sheffield Legends
Story
Depicted are five musicians all recognised as true Sheffielders. From left to right is Alex
Turner, Jarvis Cocker, Tony Christie, Phil Oakey and Richard Hawley, all of whom featured on
Christie’s 2008 album Made in Sheffield. The snug they sit in is located in an iconic Sheffield
pub called Fagan’s, which over the years has become an iconic landmark of the city.
This well-loved pub also features Pete’s The Snog mural on one of its outside walls,
further adding to its cherished status.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 84
Sheffield Records
Story
As Pete is a proud Sheffielder he couldn’t resist creating a painting that specifically
referenced a selection of musicians from or associated with his hometown. This work was
created for his 22 Views of Sheffield exhibition, which specifically explored landmarks,
people and places. These images were mainly set during the 1970s and ‘80s; collectively
working as a love letter to the city. Music is a very important part of Sheffield’s history and
culture, with various important musicians and artists hailing from here. Pete also draws on
his experience of working in record stores over the years, depicting a specially curated
section that may have been seen in the places he used to work. The poster stuck to the
wall lists different Sheffield bands playing at various venues in the city. This also references
how record shops used to sell gig tickets, which increasingly became an important source
of income when downloadable music began to render CDs and records obsolete.
Luckily the latter has been making an important comeback over the past few years.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 85
Soul Searching
Story
Browsing through the rows of vinyl is a northern soul fan, which Pete alludes to in the title of
the work. The person’s interest in this subculture is also evident by the tattoos on their hands
and the sweatband on their wrist. Most important is the record they have found: the original
version of Tainted Love by Gloria Jones. Pete chose to feature this track, not only because this
iconic song was regularly played at northern soul nights, but also because ‘the love one has
for vinyl can be tainted by the fact it costs you a small fortune to collect. I love the passion for
music the people from this subculture have. Often these nights could attract bad boys who
worked at the factories or as mechanics. Come the weekend they’d be dancing like angels.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 86
The Start of a Beautiful Relationship
Story
The Start of a Beautiful Relationship marks the pivotal moment in a young person’s life when
they begin to discover music and realise its significance. Although this image isn’t
autobiographical, Pete drew on his own experiences when creating it. ‘I can remember
being quite young and trawling through my older brother’s record collection. Listening to
the vinyl felt like an epiphany. From that moment onwards my relationship with music just
continued to get stronger, just like it does when you meet the love of your life.’
The title of this work also alludes to the start of relationships with others, be it a friend or a
romantic interest. Next to the boy is a cassette, indicating he is making a mixtape destined
for someone else. ‘Making mixtapes were so integral to meeting others and forming a
connection. You may be partly trying to show off your music tastes but you are also baring
your soul, hoping that the other person will want to get to know it after they’ve listened to
your creation.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 87
Start the Night Right
Story
There’s nothing like playing your favourite records before a night out on the town.
Painted for Pete’s 2014 Thud, Crackle, Pop exhibition, this work was one of several pieces
Pete created, all of which explored different aspects of vinyl records. Here a young woman
is about to go out, indicated by the dress hanging on the chair in the foreground and the
nail varnish by her side. By choosing to depict an otherwise ordinary scene, the artist gives
weight to it. Although standard practice for most, using music to enhance our emotions
and to get us in the mood for things shows how important and powerful it is. Also,
there’s nothing more enjoyable than listening to our own special soundtracks as we get
ready to hit the town.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 88
12 Inches of Heaven
Story
Records have always been an extremely important part of Pete’s life. He has painted
countless works which refer to music, specifically exploring his love of vinyl. Record store
interiors are places he likes to depict as they represent precious memories. ‘I used to work in
a record store and absolutely loved flipping through all of the albums and singles on display.
For me it felt like I was “furthering my education”. I’m so glad to see that record stores have
been making a comeback over the last few years. However, this particular work is a
celebration of the record stores that were around back in the day that always seemed to
have a basement. Being faced with rows of vinyl after descending the stairs was always
really exciting. Also, I couldn’t help throwing in an innuendo while I was at it.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 89
Village Green Preservation Society
Story
The title of this work is borrowed from The Kinks’ 1968 album The Kinks Are the Village
Green Preservation Society. In this work Pete pays homage to ‘quintessential English’
songwriters who explored the concept of ‘suburbia’ and small English towns in their work.
This ‘quintessential Englishness’ is referred to by the cups of tea they all drink, despite
being in a pub. From left to right, dressed in the most dapper of clothes are the Small
Faces’ Steve Marriott, The Who’s Pete Townshend, The Kinks’ Ray Davies and The Jam’s
Paul Weller. When painting these characters the artist dressed them in clothes worn in their
heydays. Townsend is dressed in a suit with the colours of the Union Jack, a nod to a famous
photo of The Who posed under this flag.

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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Cat. no. 90
Waterloo Sunset
Story
The Kinks’ 1967 single Waterloo Sunset is referenced in both the title of this work and the
image itself. Here ‘Terry meets Julie’ at ‘Waterloo station’ and embrace in front of a bright
orange sunset. The artist concentrates his use of colour on the burning sky and the central
couple. The crowd and the station are painted grey to emphasise how fervently this couple
focus on one another, whilst the surroundings fade and blur. They ignore the ‘Millions of
people swarming like flies’ and retreat to ‘paradise’ when they ‘Cross over the river,
Where they feel safe and sound’ gazing ‘on Waterloo Sunset.’

Details
• Unframed: 12 x 12 inches
• Printed on G.F Smith Accent Antique 300gsm paper in ‘Alabaster’
• Packaged in a protective Thud, Crackle, Pop record sleeve

Unframed - £20
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